Getting Started Guide From

Your Fully Qualified ADI

Thank you for Viewing Hilltop Driving

So You

We can provide :Online Theory Training & Mock Test’s
Online Practical training

Our Online Practical Training should always be done in conjunction with
Qualified supervised in Car Training

Getting Started
You need to be 17† to start learning to
drive a car in the UK and have a valid
UK provisional licence before you take
your first driving lesson. Complete a D1
form from the DVLA or post office and
send it to the DVLA (DVLNI in
Northern Ireland) with your passport or
birth certificates and a passport sized
photo. You can also apply on line
(comes in one week).
https://www.gov.uk/apply-first-provisional-driving-licence
Once you have your Licence contact any local driving Instructor to
arrange lesson. Please check that they hold a current DVSA PDI or
ADI licence to teach. If they do not, then they can not charge you or
take payment for instruction.
You will need to “shared licence details” with them prior to, and take
your new driving licence on your first lesson .
How to Share your Driving Licence

† You can apply when your 15 years and 9 months old. However you
can not drive a car until your 17. Moped 16.

How many lessons you’ll
need?
I will estimate how many lessons you are likely
to require after your first few lessons.
The current average is 45 hours of
tuition, +22 hours of private practice,
( driving standards agency average 2006)
I would recommend 2 hour lessons.
(1 hour lesson if you live in the town or near to the
test centre where you will take your practical)
Or two 2 hour lesson to start, then 1 hour
lessons, and then back to 2 hour lessons prior to
test.
Once you have passed your test I would
recommend taking the DVSA Pass Plus
course
( full details on web site)

Two Part Test
The UK driving test is in two parts. Part one is a theory test, and part
two is a practical. You cannot book or take your practical until you have
a valid theory pass certificate. You must therefore take your theory test
first. However you can take practical lessons and training prior to
passing your theory. A theory pass certificate is valid for two years, if
you have not passed your practical within this time you will need to
retake your theory.

Theory
The theory test itself is in two parts, a multiple-choice section and a
hazard perception section. The Hazard section is where the candidate
watches video’s of different road scenes and is required to click the
mouse when they believe they see a hazard. Both sections of the theory
test have to be passed at the same time to obtain a pass certificate.
You will need to practice and do mock tests before taking your theory.
Links to suitable software can be found on the web site under resources,
or see last page of this document.

Practical
The practical test lasts approximately 45 minutes. It includes (after
validation of the candidates documentation) an eyesight test followed
by some show me tell me questions where the candidate is required to
explain basic functions of the car. It is then followed by a practical
driving demonstration during which time the candidate will be asked to
do 10 minutes of independent driving (following signs, maps or both)
and complete one compulsory manoeuvre from a choice of four (the
examiner chooses the manoeuvre). You may also have to demonstrate
an emergency stop.
You will find links to a DVSA video what to expect on our web site.
(click here >>>)

Recommended Training Material
Click any image to be taken to amazon UK to purchase

A Must before your Theory!
Practice your theory test.
For interactive training and
Theory Test Pro is a highly
realistic online simulation of the
UK's driving theory tests for all
vehicle categories.

Mock Tests
http://hilltop.theorytestpro.co.uk/

Unlimited access to all the official questions from the DVSA (the people who set the tests)
and in the same format as the official test
Includes online version of Highway Code
Realistic hazard perception video simulations
Access to test banks for car, motorcycle, passenger carry vehicle and heavy goods vehicle
categories
It’s this book online
Machine translation into over 40 different languages
Speech-enabled tests so you can listen to questions
plus a whole lot more

Get all three

HillTop Driving Theory Test Training Course enable’s you to learn
everything needed to Pass the DVSA Driving Theory Test First
Time and is structured in a Modular format based on the DVSA
Driving Theory Test topic areas.
Our Theory Test Training Course also provides interesting and useful
information on issues such as dealing with "road rage", distractions and
their effects, dealing with emergency service vehicles, eco-safe driving, tyre
safety, how an engine and clutch works together with essential vehicle
checks, speed awareness, stopping distances, safe cornering, driving in
adverse weather conditions (e.g. ice, snow, rain, floods and fords),
information on car insurance and the effects of driving under the influence
of drink and drugs together with UK drink / drug driving law.
Inexperience : More than 400 people are killed in crashes involving
young car drivers aged 17 to 24 years, every year, including over 150
young drivers, 90 passengers and more than 170 other road users.

The aims of our Theory Test Training Course is to

improve road safety
and reduce the number of crashes involving newly qualified drivers,
especially those caused by newly qualified drivers and where road
users are killed or seriously injured. The objectives of Theory Test
Training Course is to enable novice drivers to comprehend and express
the knowledge required to pass the DVSA Driving Theory Test and to
enable them to demonstrate and adopt the knowledge, attitudes and
behaviours necessary to not only pass the DVSA Practical Driving Test
but also become safe, considerate and responsible drivers.

Booking your Practical test
Call the dvsa on 0300 200 1122
When booking your practical test you may be asked for an ADI N0.
You do not have to give one. please just continue leaving area blank.
When booking online Please always use the official
DVSA Web Site ( other sites may over charge you )
www.gov.uk/book-practical-driving-test
www.gov.uk/book-theory-driving-test

IMPORTANT REMINDER
You MUST take with you to your tests:That’s THEORY & PRACTICAL

Your Driving Licence
Booking confirmation (ref N0.)

Contacting Colin
REMINDER
Instructor.colin
HilltopDriving
It can take up to 48hrs for me to
reply or answer both
text & E-mails,
I DO NOT use Mobile while driving.
I will always confirm receipt of txt
with a simple [ received type ]
message within 4hrs of receipt
during normal hours.

Instructorcolin
Instructor.colin
If you do not get
a reply within 48
Hrs
Please re-send as
I haven't received
it

Normal Open
Hours
Mon
Tue
Wed
Thur
Fri
Sat
Sun

All details correct at time of publication Please check web site for up to date information

09~17
09~19
09~19
CLOSED
09~17
10~18*
10~14*

Other Times
By Appointment
* 2 hr lessons only

